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ON THE ABSENCE OF POSITÍVE EIGENVALUES

OF SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS

WITH LONG RANGE POTENTIALS

BY

HUBERT KALF AND V. KRISHNA KUMAR

Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of obtaining upper bounds for the

positive bound states associated with the Schrödinger operators with long range

potentials. We have extended the size of the class of long range potentials for which

one can establish the nonexistence of positive eigenvalues, improving upon the

recent results of G. B. Khosrovshahi, H. A. Levine and L. E. Payne (Trans. Amer.

Math. Soc. 253 (1979), 211-228).

1. Introduction. Let fi C R", n > 2, be an exterior domain, that is, an open

connected set with

(1.1) ÜD DR:= {x\xER",\x\>R}

for some R > 0. Let qx, q2, q3: fi -> R be functions which, in addition to certain

regularity requirements, satisfy the following assumptions. q3 is spherically symmet-

ric,

?s(*) =-73(1*1)        (xEDR),

and there exist numbers K> 0, L> 0, M E[0,1/4) and for every e > 0 a number

p > R such that

IxWqMl^K+e,        \q2(x)\<e,

x(vq2)(x) < L + £        (xEDp)

and
ft
i 0$3(°) do M       (t>s>p).

Then it was shown by Khosrovshahi, Levine and Payne [7]' that the Schrödinger

equation

(1.2) - Am ,+ gM = \u    with 9 := qx + q2 + q3
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1 They require n > 3, but their arguments need only minor alterations in the case n = 2. Inequality (1.3)

appears on p. 214 of [7] with (1 - 2M)2 under the square root, but it follows from the last line on p. 215

and the first on p. 216 that this is a printing error. Professor Levine kindly informed us of a criticism of

Professor Misnaevskil that inequality (C3) on p. 227 is, as it stands, not correct unless q} is spherically

symmetric. If q-¡ does not have this property, there is an additional term loc. cit., 1. 6f., from an integration

by parts involving the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We shall further comment upon this at the end of the

appendix to the present paper. We must confess that we committed the same error in our first version of
this paper.
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has no non trivial solution in L2(Q) if

(1.3)       A > max-I
K+ iK2 + 2L(l -2M)

2(2-2M)

2K2 + L(l -4M)

2(1 -4M)2

This is the first and up to now, as far as we know, the only multidimensional result

on the absence of eigenvalues involving an integral condition on the potential. In the

case M = 0, the entry on the left in the curly brackets of (1.3) is greater than or

equal to the one on the right and the result reduces to the fundamental results of

Kato [6] and Agmon [1] or more precisely, to a certain generalization of these results.

We refer to [3, 8] for detailed accounts on the absence of positive eigenvalues of

Schrödinger operators.

In this paper we shall relax the condition on M to M G [ 0,1 /2) and decrease the

bound (1.3) to

(1.4)
K+ ]/k2 + 2L(1 -2M)

2(1 -2M)

It appears that this improvement, however small it is, cannot be achieved on the

basis of the convexity argument used in [7, Lemma 1 ]. Instead we have to draw on a

technically much more elaborate argument due to Eidus [4] and Roze [9]. However,

it must be admitted that the general strategy of the proof is the one used in [5 and 7].

That is why the presentation of our proof, which is given in §§3 and 4, is at times

rather condensed. (Incidentally, we note that copying the proof of [5] would only

lead to the improvement of M E [ 0,1 /3) on account of the restrictions ensuing from

relationships (4.11 )—(4.13) of this paper.) It goes almost without saying that, mutatis

mutandis, the proof also holds good in one dimension, in which case it reduces to

very simple arguments.

It is tempting to conjecture that the bound (1.4) is the best possible, but we have

been unable to prove this.

An interesting testing example, for instance in one dimension, is

(1.5) q(x):
A sin Bx

(x>\)

where A, B ¥= 0. Choosing q2 = q3 — 0 or qx = q3 = 0 in the result above would

lead to the exclusion of nontrivial solutions of (1.2) in L2((l, oo)) for X > A2 and À

> | | A B |, respectively (see [7]). In contrast to this, the choice qx = q2 = 0 gives a

condition on the ratio between amplitude and frequency, and our result shows that

there are no nontrivial L2-solutions for X > 0 if \A/B |< ¿. Unfortunately we are

rather off the mark in this particular example, because an asymptotic analysis due to

Atkinson [2] of the solutions of (1.2) with the potential (1.5) shows that this equation

has no nontrivial solution unless | B | = 2. If this condition is satisfied, then there

exists a nontrivial solution of integrable square for X = 1 if and only if | A \ > 2. (We

refer to [3] for more details.) So, at any rate, this example tells us that 2 is an upper

bound for M.
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2. Description of the theorem and of the idea of its proof. We consider the general

Schrödinger differential expression

T:=D2 + q   with/) := i~lV - b

on DR, the exterior of some ball of radius R > 0, arranging for simplicity our

assumptions on q: DR^>R and b: DR -* R" such that any weak solution of the

Schrödinger equation

(2.1) Tu = Xu

for some X E R is, in fact, equivalent to a classical solution. By "curl b" we mean

the matrix (djbk — dkbj).

Theorem. Assume that qx, q2, q3: DR^>R are locally Holder continuous and b(X),

¿(2): DR -* R" are differentiable with locally Holder continuous derivatives. Let q '■= qx

+ q2 + q3 with

?a(*) = fail* I)        (xEDR)

for some q3: (R,cc) -» R and b '■ = bw + ¿>(2). Suppose there exist numbers y E (0,2),

K > 0, L > 0 and M G [ 0, y/4) with the following properties: For every e > 0 there is

a p > R such that

(2.2) |*||<7i(*)| +\(curlb(X))(x) -;c|<jR:+e,

| q2(x)\<e,        x(vq2)(x) + (2 - y)~' | (curl ¿>(2))(x) ■ x \2 < L + e

for all x E D and

\faq3(a) da <M       (t>s>p).

Let ube a weak solution in L2(DR) of (2.1) for some

(2.3) À>A::
K+ iK2 + L(y - 4M)

y -4M

Then there exists some R > R such that u is equivalent to the null function on DR. If

<y2> = 0, then y = 2 is admissible in which case A is equal to the bound given in (1.4).

Remark. As in [5] one can weaken the local regularity assumptions on the

potentials considerably and can incorporate, in particular, multiparticle interactions.

In this case (2.2) has to be replaced with a condition on

x(vq2)(x) + const q2(x) + (2 - y)~' | (curl b(2))(x) ■ x\2.

This new condition is to be arranged such that the quantity Ix(vm) occurring in Step

1 of the proof below becomes again nonnegative. When the local regularity assump-

tions on the coefficients of (2.1) are such that this equation does not admit any

solutions with compact support, which is indeed the case in the theorem above, it

follows that any solution in L2(DR) is in fact equivalent to the null function on DR.

We refer to the end of the appendix for the possibility of relaxing the assumption

that q3 is spherically symmetric.
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Since the proof of the theorem is technically quite involved, we should like to say

something on the general idea that lies behind it. Using the classical picture, one has

to show that a particle with energy X > A will eventually move to infinity. In other

words using the language of ordinary differential equations, one has to show that the

trivial solution of the Schrödinger equation is unstable, which is accomplished by

means of a Lyapunov-type function (this is explained with more detail in [3]). As in

[5], a candidate for such a function is found by integrating an identity leading to the

virial theorem.

To be more specific, the procedure is as follows: We consider the function

v„,(x):= eh^u(x)        (x E DR)

where hm is an appropriately chosen function depending on a parameter m > 0 and

m is a solution of (2.1). vm is then a solution of an equation of the type (3.2).

Extending in §3 an idea from [5], we associate with vm a function which plays the

central role in the proof in §4 and which may be called a Lyapunov-type function.

This is the function G(t, vm) (t > R) in equation (3.4) below. Now we assume that

the assertion of the theorem is not true. Then there exist arbitrarily large values of t

for which

/    l«W|2>o.
J\x\=t

It is readily seen that for such t there exists an m > 0 such that G(t, vm) > 0. The

assumptions of the theorem ascertain that

(2.4) tG(t,vm)^sG(s,vm)       (t>s^Rx,m^m0)

for some m0 > 0 and Rx> R. This is proved in Step 1. Thus there exists an m, > 0

which makes G(-,vm) eventually positive. Next we show in Steps 2 and 3 by a

bootstrap argument due to Eidus [4] and Roze [9] that vm E L2(DR) (m > 0). This

implies G(-,vm) E LX((RX, oo)) and therefore lim inî,^x t\G(t,vm)\= 0 for every

m > 0. Hence we can conclude from (2.4) that G(-,vm¡) is eventually nonpositive

which contradiction proves the theorem.

3. Some preliminary lemmas. In addition to (1.1) we employ the following

notation:

S, := {x\xER",\x\=t}        (t>0),

Bsl:= {x\xER",s<\x\<t}        (t>s>0),

p:= x/\x\        (xGR"\{0}).

r is, as usual, the function x \-+\ x \ (x E R" \ {0}); the radial derivative of a function

/ of several variables is written as /'. If g is a function of one variable, we shall also

use "g" for the function x h» g(| x |) to simplify the notation; the meaning will

always be clear from the context.

Let R > 0 and X E R. We shall assume throughout this section that qx, q2, q3:

DR -» R are locally Holder continuous and that b: DR -> R" is differentiable with
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locally Holder continuous derivatives, although we could, as we remarked before,

manage with much weaker hypotheses. We put q '■= qx + q2 + q3 and

Q(t):= f'aq3(a)da        (t>s>R).

Let m be a weak solution of (2.1) on DR. By a standard regularity result, u is

equivalent to a function in C2(DR) and this latter function is again denoted by "«".

Let h G C3((R, oo)) be real-valued and

(3.1) v(x):= eh^u(x)        (x E DR).

Then v satisfies the differential equation

(3.2) D2v + 2ijvDv + (q - k - X)v = 0

where

(3.3) j = h'   and   k(t) := j2(t) - ^-j(t) - f(t)       (t>R.)

Now we can formulate an identity associated with (3.2) which plays a central role in

our proof.

Lemma 1. Let f E CX((R, oo)) and g G C2((R, oo)) be real-valued functions and

(3.4) G(t,v):=  f {f[2\vDv\2-e(v)]
Js,

+ [/(?. + Í3 + *) - i'~V + <~2Q(fQ - g)] \v\2

-L2r\2fQ-g){\v\2y}

(t>R)

where

Then

e(v) := |£>u|2 + (q - X)\v\2.

(3.5) tG(t,v)-sG(s,v) = f   [Ix(v) + I2(v)]
JB„

where

(3.6)

/,(«) := [(2- n-2Q)f- rf + g] | Dv \2 + 2rf \ vDv \2

-2/curlè • xRe(vDv) - 2[rfqx + r'xQ(fQ - rf - g)]lm(vvDv)

+ {[(« + 2ß)/+ //' - g](X - q2) - rfq>2 -(2/(2 - g)?I

+ri-»(_i(r»-yy + e[ô(."-2/)' -(r"~2g)'])} \v\2,

(3.7) /2(t)):=2;[2r/|,/)U|2 + (2/C2-g)Im(t;f'/)t;)]

+ {[(n + 2Q)f+rf'-g\k + rfk'}\v\2.
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Moreover,

I

'Bsl - 2j:

for t> s> R

(3.8)      / g[e(t;)-*|t;|2]=^/g(|t;|2)'    +/   (2g + g')lm(vvDv)

Equations (3.5)—(3.7) are a variant of Lemma 4 in [5] which follow from the

identity given there by repeated integration by parts on all terms involving q3. To

make the present paper self-contained, a detailed proof is given in the appendix.

We also need the following Dirichlet type result.

Lemma 2. Suppose that the assumptions of the theorem are satisfied and that the

function v in (3.1) lies in L2(DR). Furthermore assume that the functions j and k in

(3.3) are bounded. Then Dv E L2(DS) for s > R.

We omit the simple proof which is rather an immediate consequence of relation-

ship (3.8) with g - 1.

4. Proof of the theorem. Let m be a solution in L2(DR) of (2.1) for some X > A,

where A is given by (2.3), and put

(4.1) vm := uexp(mr')       (I E (0,1), m > 0).

This function is a solution of (3.2) with

(4.2) j = lmr'-x    and   k = /wr-2(1""[/m - (n - 2 + l)r~'].

We use the abbreviation

g0:= n-y + K,

where k > 0 is a number to be specified later, and consider the function (3.4) with

v = vm,f= 1 andg = g0.

Step 1. Proof of the existence of numbers m0 > 0 and Rx > R such that (2.4) holds.

With the above-mentioned choice of functions the integrals defined in (3.5)-(3.7)

read

(4.3) Ix(vm) :=(2-y + K-2Q)\Dvm\2- 2curl b ■ xRe(vmDvm)

-2[rqx + rxQ(Q - g0)]lm(vmvDvm)

+ [(y - K + 2Q)(X -q2)-rq'2- (2Q - g0)qx

+ (n-2)Qr-2(Q-g0)]\vm\2,

(4-4) I2(vm) := 2j[2r\vDvm \2 + (2ß - g0)lm(vmvDvj]

+ [(y-K + 2Q)k + rk']\vm\2.

First we show that there exist numbers c0 > 0 and R0> R such that

(4-5) IÁvm)>c0[\vm\2 + \Dwm\2]        (m>0)

on DR .
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In fact, for every e > 0 there is a number p > R with

2[rqx\m(vmvDvm) + curl6« ■ xRe(vmDvm)] ^ (K + e)(^\Dvm\2 + 0\v„\2)

(0>O)

and

2|curl ¿><2> • xRe(vmDvm)\ < (2 - y) | />«„, |2 + (2 - y)^'(curl ¿><2> • x)21 vm \2

on Z)p. Hence

AT + e
£+K-2M-£-T— + O(l) />«„

+ {(y-K-2M)X- (tf + e)0

- [rq'2 + (2 - y)"'(curl ¿><2> • xf +(y - k + 2Q)q2] + o(l)} | o„ |2

on Dp. We put 0 '•= (K + e)/(k — 2M — e) and give k the value where the function

**>:= y-2M-x(¿ + 7^2M)        (^<x<y-2M)

takes its minimum, this minimum being the number A in (2.3).

Since

(K + e)2/ (k - 2M - e) = tf2/ (k - 2M) + 0(e),

(4.5)2 follows provided that e is chosen sufficiently small.

For a suitable choice of / G (0,1) we next prove the existence of numbers m0 > 0

and Rx > R0 with

(4.6) /2K,)>0        (m^m0)

on DR . Indeed,

I2(vm) >j[4r - (2M + g0)rs]\vDvm\2

+ [(y - k + 26})fc + r*' -7(2M + g0)/--s] | vm |2

for every 8 > 0 and

dt + a*' = /w^^'-'^/mtc - 2(1 -/)]-(/!- 2 + /)(c + / - 2)r~'}

for any c > 0. Since we have chosen k such that y — k — 2M > 0, we can find

numbers / G (0,1) and S with

y - k- 2M>2(1 - /)    and    l-/<fi<l.

This proves (4.6) and, in conjunction with (4.5), (2.4).

2 In one dimension it is obvious that C( ■, v0) is eventually positive unless vQ = u = 0. (2.4) with m = 0

is therefore incompatible with G(-, u) G L'((Rt, oo)), so that for n = 1 the proof of the theorem is now

already completed.
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Step 2. Proof that rm/2u E L2(DR) for all m s= 0. Let a > 0 and wa := rau. We

now consider the function (3.4) with v = wa, but keep to our previous choice/= 1,

g = g0. Since wa satisfies (3.2) with

(4.7) j = ar~x    and    k = a(a + 2 — n)r ~2,

these functions now replace the functions/ and k from (4.2) in (4.3)-(4.4). With the

numbers c0 > 0 and R0> R from the previous step we therefore have

(4.8) hM>c0{\Dwa\2 + \wa\2)       (a>0)

on DR .

For a = 0, wa = u and from Lemma 2 we have Du E L2(DR ). Then (3.5) takes on

the form

(4.9) tG(t,u)-sG(s,u) = f /,(«)       (t^s>R).
Bs,

In view of

lim inf í| G(t, u) \— 0
f—OO

(4.8)-(4.9) now imply

(4.10) c0( (| Du |2 + | m |2) < -íG(í, m)

<sfe(u)- f q3\u\2 + cxf (\Du\2 + \u\2)
ss Js, Jss

for allí > R0.

Here c, is an appropriate constant and we have used the fact that sqx is bounded

for large s. Now multiplying by j"1 on either side of (4.10) and integrating over

[R0, t] we obtain on an application of (3.8) with g — rm + x and/ = 0 (k = 0)

(4.11)    c0/'5"/   {\Du\2+\u\2) ds

<\pm+xf (|m|2)'     -pm/"ô|U|2     +c2f   rm(\Du\2+ \u\2),
Z Jç Jr Jd

where c2 is an appropriate positive constant. We proceed by induction. We assume

that m E Z, m > 0, is a number for which

f^BEL^flJ    and   rm'2Du E L2(DRo).

Then D(r"'/2u) E L2(DR ) and hence

"0

rm"'|M|2 + r' (I «I2)'I]< oo;

here we have used the fact that r^lm^vDu) = \m[rm/2uvD(rm/2u)]. Hence there

exists a sequence {tj} with /, -» oo as/ -» oo and

tjf (í7-'|"|2 + '7l(l"|2)'l)-0   as/-oo.
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Letting t — oo through {/,} in (4.11) in conjunction with the above result we obtain

(4.12)   c0/"°V  f  {\Du\2 + | m |2) ds

-2*o+'/    {\u\2y + RSf   Q\u\2 + c2f   r-{\Du\2+\u\2).
SR„ SR„ DR„

However,

(V  ( (\Du\2 + \u\2) * = "STl7    i>-m+]-Ro + t){\Du\2+\u\2).

Now combining this with (4.12) and noting that u, Du E L2(DR ), by induction, we

conclude

rm/2uEL2(DRo)    and   rm/2Du G L2(DRJ    îormEZ,m>0.

Step 3. Proof that vm defined by (4.1) belongs to L2(DR). This is done as follows.

Defining

<t>(T) := T[ l"|2        (t>R)
Jsr

we claim that for any / G (0,1) andp > 0 there exists an R2 > R0 such that

(4.13) 4,'(r) + 1Pt'-x<1>(t)^0       (r>R2)

which in turn would imply that

</>(T)<Cexp(-pT')       (r>R2)

for some constant C. Consequently when / G (0,1), choosing/? > 2m, we obtain

/     lüm|2=/   r_1exp[(2w — p)jl]exp(pTl)<j>(T) dr < oo.
jdKj JR2

So, it remains to establish the inequality (4.13). Let a > n — 2 and 17 > 0. With the

function wa from Step 2 we define

G(t,wa):= G(t,wa) + r,rxf \wa\2,
Js,

so that

(4.14) tG(t,wa)-sG(s,wa)=f   [lx(wa) + ï2(wa)]        (t > s > R)

where

hM := hM + n[-2\m{wavDwa) + (n- l)r~x | wa |2].

We recall that Ix(wa) and I2(wa) are given by (4.3)-(4.4) with "wa" replacing uvm",

whiley and k are as in (4.7). For Ix(wa) we have already found the estimate (4.8). In

order to estimate î2(wa) from below, we choose a number 0 > 0 such that rj/(9 < c0/2
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and observe (y — k — 2M)k ** 0. Hence

(4.15) f2(wa) > [a[4 - (2M + g0)r~l] - 7,0} \ vDwa \2

- {ar-x[2(a + 2 - n)r~x + 2M + g0] + r,/ß) \ wa\2.

Now, fix numbers / G (0,1) and/? > 0 and consider the function

a(r) := {-(Ipj1 + n + 2M)        (r>R0).

The reason for this particular choice will become apparent from equation (4.19)

below, a is monotonically increasing. Also there exists a number p, > R0 such that

a(r) > n — 2 together with

(4.16) úfT)[4-(2A/ + g0)r']-r|«>0

and

(4.17) a(T)T-'(2[a(T) + 2-«]T-1+g0} <v/0

for t > px. Thus

(4.18) tG{t,waiT))-sG(s,wa(r))>0       (t>s>r>Pl)

as a consequence of (4.14)—(4.17) and (4.8).

Now, by Step 2, G(■, wa(T)) is integrable at oo and hence (using w instead of wa(T))

lim inf f | G(t,w) \= 0.
f— 00

Then by letting t — oo in (4.18) we have

0< -sG(s,w) = sf \e(w) - 2\vDw\2 - (qx + q3 + A:) | w I2]
Jss

-/ h + J"'ß(ß - go) + (20 - g0)Im(w/)w)].

Since

|(2ß - g0)Im(^/)w)| < s\vDw\2 + (l/4i)(2M + g0)2|w|2,

we infer

0*zs ( [e(w) - k | w |2 - | c/Jw |2] - s f q3 \ w I2
Js, Jss

-/ {i - 'ki I -^"'[m(M + g0) + ¿(2M + g0)2]} wl2.

Now we multiply both sides of the above inequality by s 2a(T\ integrate over [t, t]

and use (3.8) with g = rx~2a(T). Writing "a" for "û(t)" we thus obtain

0<!pl~2"/ d*!2)'    +/ r~2a[MñvDw) - r\Dw\2 - rq3\w\2]

- f /--2o[^-r|f,|+0(l)]|w|2.
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w\2

Integration by parts of the term involving q3 yields

0<\px~2°f {\w\2)>   -P2aJQ\

- f rx~2a[\Dw\2 +(2Q- l)r~xlm(wvDw)]
•'fir,

- Í r~2"[fl -r\q{\ +o(l) - (n - 1 - 2a)r~xQ] \ w \2.
fir,

Now we choose 17 > K. Then there exists an R2 > p, such that the last two terms of

the above inequality are negative for / > t > R2. Returning to the notation a(r) and

Wa(T)> We find

W-2a(T)f (I wa(T)|2)' = *{*'(*) +[2fl(r) - h]t-^(t)}.
JS,

Hence

(4.19) o<tf-™( (|wfl(T)|2)' + Mr2^)/ K(T)|2
■'s, Js,

-i{*'(r) +[2ö(t) - n - 2M]t-^(t)}.

Since wa(T) G L2(DR), it is possible to find a sequence {/.} such that the first term in

(4.19) is nonpositive along t, and the second term goes to zero in the limit along tj as

y -> oo. This proves (4.14) completing Step 3.

Step 4. Derivation of a contradiction. In view of what has been said at the end of

§3, it remains to show that for every t > Rx with

(4.20) f | m |2 > 0
Js,

there exists a number m > 0 with G(t, vm) > 0. However, this is clear since G(t, vm)

is exp(2wi') times a quadratic in m with the leading coefficient a positive multiple of

(4.20).

5. Appendix. We use the notation and the assumptions from §3 except that we do

not require q3 to be spherically symmetric.

We first claim that

(5.1)

0 = Re[(£>2 + 2ijvD + q - k - X)v ■ {-2ifx~Dv + grj)]

= - v {2/Re[(Do)*^] - \( Vg) | v \2 + \gV \ v |2}

+ rx-"{rnf[\Dv\2+(q2- k-X)\v\2])'

+ [(2 - «)/- rf + g] | Dv |2 + 2r(2fj + /') | vDv \2

-2(/curl b ■ xRe(vDv) +[rf(q - q2) + gj]lm(vvDv)}

+ [(«/+ rf - g)(X -q2 + k)~ rf(q2 - k)' + g(q - q2) - \Ag] | v \2.
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Apart from a slight change in notation this is basically the identity (3.3) in [5] which

was stated there without proof.

Proof of (5.1). We treat the terms involving the function g first. Comparing

(5.2) D2ü = -Au + (b2 + i\>b)v + 2ibVv

and

(5.3) \Dv\2=\ Vi5|2 + /32H2-2/Mm(üVu),

we find

Re(vD2v) =|Z>u|2-[Re(rJAu) +|Vu|2] =| Dv \2 - {A \ v |2

or

gRe(vD2v) = \ V [( Vg) | o |2 - gV | v |2] + g | Dv |2 - \(Ag) \ v |2.

Thus

(5.4) 0 = gRe[(Z)2 + 2ijvD + q - k - X)v ■ v]

= ív[(vg)|ü|2-gv|u|2]

+ g[<?(«) - A:|ü|2] -^(Ag)|ü|2 - 2gj\m(vvDv).

When we rewrite

v[(Vg)|ü|2-gV|u|2] -(Ag)|u|2

as

-v(gV|u|2) +(vg)v \v\2

and note that

(5.5) (\v\2)'=-2lm(vt>Dv),

integration of (5.4) over Bst yields relationship (3.8) in Lemma 1.

Using (5.5) again, we next observe that

(5.6) 2Re[(q-k-X)v(-ifxDv~)]

= 2rf(q - q2)lm(vvDv~) + rf(q2 -k- X)(\v\2)'

= -2rf(q - q2)\m(vvDv) + rx'"[r"f(q2 - k - X) \v\2]'

+ [(„/+ rf)(X -q2 + k)~ rf(q2 - k)'] \ v \2.

Finally we assert that

(5.7) 2Re[(D2v)(-ifxDv)] = -V {2fRe[(Dv)(xDv)]} + r1   "(r"/| Dv |2)'

+ [(2 - n )f - rf] \Dv\2 + 2rf | vDv |2

— 2/curl b ■ x Re( vDv ).

Once we have verified this identity, relationship (5.1) follows upon adding (5.4) and

(5.6M5.7).
For the sake of brevity we write "c.c." to indicate that the complex conjugate of

the terms preceding this sign has to be added. We write the right-hand side of (5.7)
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as follows:

-rf[(vDv)vDv + (Dv)v(pDv) + ce] + rfw[(Dv)Dv]

+ 2/[| Dv |2 - | vDv |2 - curl b ■ x Re(vDv)]

= rf[-[\Av - (vb)v - bVv\vDv

- (Dv)[(~Dv ■ v)v + (w)l)v

+ (curl v) ~Dv + (curl ~Dv)v] + (Dv)[(w) Dv] + ce.}

+ 2f[\ Dv |2 - | y/)»; |2 - curl b ■ xRe(vDv)]

= rf{\[-Av + (b2 + /vè)t) + 2ib\7v]v~Dv -(bVv - ib2v)vlÔv

-(Dv)[r~x7>v - r~xv(v~Dv) - (curl b ■ v)v - {vb)vv + bv'] + ce}

+ 2/[| Dv |2 - | p/)u |2 - curl è • xRe(vDv)]

= -2rfRe[i(D2v)vDv] + 2/curl b ■ xRe(vDv) - 2/curl b ■ xRe(vDv).

The other terms sum up to zero:

- (bvv - ib2v)vDv + (Dv)[(vb)vv - bv'] + ex.

=-i{bDv)(-\v') + (bw)vbv + ib2(vb)\v\2 + }vb\ w\2

-(bvv)vbv - (bDv)v' + c.c. = 0.    D

Proof of Lemma 1. There are two terms in (5.1) which involve the potential q3,

namely,

gq31 v |2    and    ~2rfq3 Im( vvDv).

Let / > s > R. Writing

ô(x):=jr%3(aT^-)ja       (x E DR),

integration by parts gives

(5.8) [ gq3\v\2 = rxfgQ\v\2-f Q[rx-n{r"-2g)'\v\2-2r-xg\m(vvDv)].
JBS, JS, JB„

Similarly,

(5.9) /:= -2Í rfq3lm(vvDv)
B.„

= jfQ(\v\2)'-f Q[r>-"(r-xf)'(\v\2)'+f(\v\2)"].
Sl fi„

We write Vs and As for the gradient and the Laplacian on the unit sphere in R",

respectively. Then

At; = v" + (n - l)r~xv' + r'2Asv.
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Owing to (3.2) and (5.2)—(5.3) we thus obtain

(|u|2)" = 2[|t/|2 + Re(üt/')]

= 2[| v' |2 - r~2Re(uAsu) - {(n - l)r~x(\ v |2)'

-Re(vD2v) + ¿>2|ü|2- 261m(uvt>)]

= 2[|t/|2- I Vu|2-r-2Re(iJAsi;) - \(n - l)r_1(| v |2)'

+1 Dv I2 + (q - k - X) | v |2 - 2/lm(vvDv)].

We insert this into (5.9):

(5.10)

J = ffQ(\v\2)'
Js,

+ /  2ß{(2/; + f)lm(vvDv) -/[[ Dv \2 + (9l + q2 - k - X) | v |2]}

-f   2fQq3\v\2+J.
J B

Here

(5.11)

-f  2fQq3\v\2 = -rxí fQ2\v\2+ í 02[/-'-"(r"-2/)'|ü|2-r-1/Im(i5í./)t;)]
JBSI JS, JBS,

and

/:=  [   2/ß[| Vu |2- |u'|2 + r"2Re(t;Ast;)]
JB„

= (   2r-2/{ß|Vsü|2-Re[(vst;)vs(Oü)]}

= -/   2r-2/(vsô)Re(tJvsi;).
BSI

If q3 is spherically symmetric, then / = 0, and Lemma 1 follows by integrating (5.1)

over Bsl and using (5.8)-(5.11).    D

Now

\J\<[ r-'l/VsÖlHIVol •
J B

Since an arbitrarily small factor in front of

-/   (|u|2 + |£»ü|2)

would not affect our reasoning (nor that in [7]), we could replace the requirement

that q3 be rotationally symmetric by the assumption that b is bounded at infinity and

that there is for every e > 0 a p > R such that

'•"'I Vsô|<e

on/)p.
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